Application of Cloud Manufacturing based on the principle of Process-Aware Information System
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Abstract—Cloud computing refers to the computer platform technology, via the network with the way of on-demand and extendibility to get the required service. The core value of cloud computing is its on-demand scalability and the application value of enterprise private cloud is that it can cover the entire production process. Meanwhile, the application of cloud computing in manufacturing area simply referred to as cloud manufacturing and it is a new model and new way for manufacturing information technology development. As an important application field of cloud computing, this paper introduces composition and connotation of cloud manufacturing application system based on cloud manufacturing hierarchy model. Our work also has presented the cloud manufacturing system architecture model and an application solution based process-aware information system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the comprehensive application of the Internet, the coverage which manufacturing company focusing on product’s information activities and process control has expanded rapidly, and the trend that parallel operation for companies’ multiple information system and integrated centralized control has emerged. Simultaneously, the development of IOT (Internet of Things) technology has promoted the integration of process-aware technology and wireless sensor networks, and opened a new stage that manufacturing company can have a bottom-up physical processes-aware and large-scale data processing. These two advances inspire the enterprise information system more comprehensive and deeper interoperability and promote the manufacturing enterprises’ private cloud computing—cloud manufacturing technology’s research, development and application [1].

In recent years, the implementation experience from ministry of science’s manufacturing information technology engineering topic shows, manufacturing process’ real-time detection and control capabilities determine the allocation of manufacturing resources and execution capability in enterprise’ manufacturing. Because of this discovery, Chinese scholars put forward the innovative idea, using cloud computing technology and put network and physical process together to achieve virtualization and service-oriented of all kinds of manufacturing resources and manufacturing capabilities as well as implementing a unified and centralized intelligent management and business, which is called cloud manufacturing [2]. It enriches and expands the content of cloud computing resource sharing and service models and it also is an important priority development area of cloud computing industry.

Discrete manufacturing company should treat introducing IOT technology in the production management as the starting point, build enterprise manufacturing IOT systems, and develop production process sensing capability. On the basis of the enterprises’ existing integration of multiple systems in parallel, doing cloud services structured treatment in computer center’s hardware, database, user interfaces and application environment, achieving enterprise computer hardware cluster application and information system software resources virtualization, Supporting enterprises to gain greater customization and organizational control, to accelerate transformation and upgrading of company.

II. CLOUD MANUFACTURING APPLICATION MODELS

A. The application models of cloud application have been expanded by cloud Manufacturing technologies.

Cloud computing is the higher level of "centralized" computing model, which is based on the parallel and distributed computing technology [3]. Li Bohu, academician of CAE (Chinese Academy of Engineering), propose that cloud manufacturing is a web-based, service-
oriented intelligent manufacturing model [4]. Cloud manufacturing will provide a series of cloud service, which is more complete and in-depth and wisdom, based on the theoretical framework in cloud computing of computer science and technology, involving, Argumentation as a Service, Design as a Service, Fabrication as a Service, Experiment as a Service, Simulation as a Service, Management as a Service, Operation as a Service, Integration as a Service and so on [5].

Construction and application of cloud manufacturing made new demands on cloud computing technology. (1) Demand dynamic architecture--according to user needs, providing manufacturing services anywhere and at anytime. (2) Interoperability for collaborative-- business-oriented multiple user access, large and complex manufacturing tasks coordination, supporting interoperability between manufacturing capabilities and manufacturing resource.(3) Heterogeneous integration for physical processes underlying information-- supporting for distributed heterogeneous manufacturing resources and capabilities integration.(4) Powerful, fast, unlimited capacity--composing various services in response to demand quickly and flexibly [6].

Cloud manufacturing application model, designed to enable enterprises’ private cloud users to work without interact directly with each resource and sensor, so users could get customizable virtual manufacturing environment and manufacturing capabilities from virtualized manufacturing resource pools through their terminal. The main cloud manufacturing application model has, (1) supports single subject to complete a stage of the manufacturing tasks (such as innovation design). (2) Support for completing a stage of manufacture task with multi-agent collaboration (such as design for quality). (3) Supports for completing cross-phase stage manufacturing tasks with multi-agent coordination (such as serialized and combinatory design, etc.) [5].

B. Supporting Technologies in the Cloud Manufacturing Models

To achieve the above application pattern of cloud manufacturing, foundation should be manufacturing resource and capacity being instrumented. Namely using advanced IOT (Internet of Things) technology as the cloud manufacturing infrastructure and achieve the integration of hardware and software resources, capabilities, information physical processes [7]. By information perception and wireless sensor networks access of whole system, whole life cycle and a full range, we can achieve instrumentation of manufacturing resources and capabilities [8]. Introducing cloud computing virtualization technology, to make each of the physical manufacturing resources and capabilities performance for the cluster virtual device of interacting the physical environment, hardware and software. Using the server powerful processing capability generates multiple virtual servers to support a higher level, the larger granularity of virtual manufacturing unit. By desktop virtualization technology, users in different place and with different devices can receive service which is virtualization manufacturing resources and capabilities live migration and dynamic scheduling. So as to effectively support the full life cycle of manufacturing companies’ person /organization, management and technology integration and optimization.

Since the lack of continuous manufacturing environment like process industries in discrete manufacturing, so relying solely on improving the level of automation equipment or blindly enhance enterprise management information tools can not achieve agility and flexibility in production process. Nor lasting improvement companies’ quickly respond to market changes and customer needs. However, a medium-sized discrete manufacturing enterprise, the number of parts including products and finished products that it produced each year could up to as many as one million, companies manufacturing execution system used for management and manufacturing for these products should make one hundred million data tests from the production process. Such data has to rely on advanced and powerful computer systems processing. Enterprise IOT necessarily requires cloud computing in cloud manufacturing system to centralized process distributed data.

Manufacturing enterprises’ IOT generally have a lot of sensors and a large number of collected production process data, these data need to achieve distributed real-time storage and aggregation to centralized computing facilities by wireless sensor networks, broadband internet. Therefore, the use of cloud computing to host these tasks will have a significant cost advantage [9].Cloud represents the network and the networking, and computing represents a computer-related resources, applications and services. IOT can help companies achieve low-cost data acquisition, transfer and use from production site. No cloud computing, massive data in production process will be difficult to digest, convert, statistics, forecasting and control.

Moreover, manufacturing enterprises’ production equipment disperse during operation, technology and processes were irregular in spatial distribution, so enterprise must integrate concentrate - distributed IT resources, formed a certain scale, low-cost, dynamically scalable and parallel, fault-tolerant computing data centers, only in this way, can support massive data analysis and calculations, including the intelligence aggregation of many multi-source perception information, excavation and analysis etc.

Therefore, take cloud computing as the manufacturing IOT’s supporting platform is necessary. It is expected that in the manufacturing sector, IOT will become the largest user of cloud computing, and cloud-oriented manufacturing is the competitiveness for manufacturing enterprise which can not be copied.

III. CLOUD MANUFACTURING BASED ON PROCESS-AWARE INFORMATION SYSTEM

The challenge of today's manufacturing information is no longer how to encode a single module, but how to
transform from ‘data-oriented coding - assembly’ system development model to the ‘process-oriented perception - control’ integrated service model [10]. Therefore, the development of cloud manufacturing systems need to be synchronized with the development of enterprise manufacturing systems and manufacturing environment, and support overall perception for products, resources, information, organizational elements in the manufacturing process to the manufacturing enterprises which is as the core of the supply chain. Naturally, achieve enterprise multi-source information integration via cloud manufacturing systems, so enterprise manufacture system could adapt to internal and external environment which is complexity and variability.

A. Conceptual design of the system architecture

Cloud manufacturing system, the key technology is how to deal with the underlying perception of events, to form event-driven process-aware information systems function. Including, (1) the architecture based on event-driven for cloud manufacturing system,(2) Distributed computing and process-aware information flow integration and interaction based on publish - subscribe model. (3) Timing choice and control of production logistics detection data and wireless network asynchronous communication pattern. (4) Coupled drive relations between job shop scheduling decisions and process-aware event, etc.

In this paper, by the use of the basic principle of PAIS (Process Aware Information Systems), (System customers interact with information systems through switching products, and achieve production and assemble for products, which is participation by participants, information, technology)suggests the hierarchical structure correspond exactly to the theory of academician Li Bohu’s cloud manufacturing systems and shows the small-medium enterprise cloud manufacturing system architecture model constituted by six entities[4][11]. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The general structure cloud manufacturing based on the principles of process-aware information system.](image-url)
Table 1 shows, cloud manufacturing system level can put the process-aware information system’s core concepts into products and services, so they could achieve synchronization and balanced expansion for IT infrastructure, thereby they could be able to cope with challenges for manufacturing enterprise with the new architecture.

Corresponding to the cloud manufacturing system level is PAIS level, it showing, customers interact with manufacturing enterprise with the new architecture.

Table I. CORRESPONDING RELATIONSHIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>layer</th>
<th>Cloud manufacturing system layer</th>
<th>Process-Aware Information System layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Service layer</td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>User layer</td>
<td>Products and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The core layer</td>
<td>Business Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Virtualized Resource Layer (IT resource and Manufacturing capacity)</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Instrumented Sensor Layer (RFID and Wireless sensor networks)</td>
<td>Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Resource Layer</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In recent years, a number of advanced enterprises have established a relatively complete virtual manufacturing systems, the computer can simulate the real material flow, information flow and value stream manufacturing system. With establishment and application of cloud manufacturing systems, enterprises’ management began to focus on the manufacturing process state gathering and they hope to get the complete picture of underlying information physical processes timely using networking technology and interfere in physical process via application software’s information processing flow. To this end, in order to realize the underlying information physical system virtualization management and control on the manufacturing process, it is required to investigate how to take the cloud computing virtualization technology into a platform for enterprise systems underlying technology.

From the show of bottom layout in Figure 1, the directly support of running RFID IOT manufacturing system and wireless sensor networks system is distributed production database which accepts workshop scheduling server management and service. Accordingly, we can deploy multiple virtual machines on the workshop scheduling server and each virtual machine corresponding to a workshop. Networks virtualization can realize using vNetwork elements in VMware vSphere and using the vCloud Director pooling mechanism [12]. Realizing distributed management for wireless networks in various workshops via VLAN label. RFID reader devices virtualization could regard its location (ID) as the label through the virtual storage to achieve its virtualization.

By the virtualization to RFID middleware and wireless network operating system, it can directly visualize the real-time status information flow in production process detection for entity such as progress and equipment. And workshop job scheduling software could play a greater role. Enterprise underlying perception virtualization is conducive to management to use distributed data resource and reduce costs of massive data management and maintenance. Then enterprise cloud manufacture data center is responsible for analysis historical data and high-level applications.
IV. CONCLUSION

The use of PAIS in cloud manufacturing system could carry out construction and optimization for manufacturing resources and manufacturing capacity with the company's own manufacturing information physical processes closely integrated. And then put various manufacturing resources and manufacturing capabilities virtualization, service-oriented with cloud computing, continuously improve the manufacturing system information physical processes in the application. Also promote the transition from a single component production model to combination production model in enterprise products manufacture.

With the development of cloud manufacturing, enterprises' private clouds will develop to hybrid clouds. And make the same kind of small and medium-sized enterprises access to manufacturing resources and service at any time on-demand through the terminal and the network. IT is beneficial to promote enterprise business model innovation. At the same time, in the process of developing a private cloud, enterprises should develop standardized, customizable outgoing service supply capacity, actively drive and set up cloud manufacturing construction and implementation of industry standards, trying to provide private cloud manufacturing services to enterprise in the same industry, stimulating supply chain related enterprise collaborative manufacturing with low cost software services. Ultimately, enhance the value of cloud computing platform significantly and promote industry technological advance.
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